
Helitronic Power Diamond two-in-one

The name Helitronic stands for top quality eroding and sharpening 
tools around the world. Within the product family the Helitronic 
Power Diamond is the fi rst choice for eroding rotationally symmetrical 
tools of PCD and CBN and the sharpening of carbide 
and HSS tools.

Helitronic Power Diamond

Grinding in MotionGrinding in Motion

Eroding/Tool grinding machine
two-in-one



Helitronic Power Diamond two-in-one with disc loader option (left) and electrode/grinding wheel 
changer (right) – a high performance configuration for the minimally manned enterprise.

Helitronic Power Diamond two-in-one –
“Change on the fly” between 
PCD/CBN and carbide/HSS tools
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New performance class 
for PCD tools

With the new four-step eroding process the 
Helitronic Power Diamond sets new standards 
for quality in PCD tools. The Helitronic Power 
Diamond is an economic investment for both 
production and re-sharpening of PCD/CBN tools 
with a diameter of 3 to 320 mm. 

Combining the one spindle concept with an 
electrode/grinding wheel changer lets you 
complete complex geometries in one setting. 
The combination saves time and leads to an 
advantage in fl exibility and quality. For example, 
the optimum rotary electrode can be used for 
each radius on a PCD multi-step tool with vary-
ing concave stepping radii.

On top of this, thanks to its two-in-one principle 
the Helitronic Power Diamond can be used 
as a grinding machine for the production and 
re-sharpening of carbide tools. The change 
from PCD to carbide tools is “on the fl y.” It can 
change automatically between PCD tools and 
carbide tools.

From upper left to lower right: PCD milling cutter 1, high performance edge milling cutter 2, 
high performance endmill 3, PCD reamer 4, PCD drill 5, PCD multi-step tool (2 examples) 6/7, 
PCD step drill 8, PCD endmill 9, PCD spiral drill 10, wood planing mill11, 
dual spiral compression router 12
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Helitronic Power Diamond two-in-one –
Excellent surface quality 
and highest fl exibility

Helitronic Power Diamond two-in-one. Basic machine with double spindle for up to 
three rotary electrodes and up to three grinding wheels.
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Innovative 
WALTER sharpening technology

  Double spindle

The two-in-one Helitronic Power Diamond is 
identical to the Helitronic Power except for one 
spindle end, which can be used as an eroding 
station with up to three rotary electrodes.

  WALTER portal design

The patented WALTER portal design with its high 
weight and extreme rigidity converts the high 
dynamics of the digital drive into vibration-free 
precision.

  Automatic positioning and measuring 
system “Heli-Probe”

Collects important tool parameters and posi-
tions the tool as quickly as possible. Prerequi-
site for productivity.

  Outstanding surface fi nish
Longer service life, more precision

With the new 4-step eroding method, the erod-
ing process is so fi nely regulated that outstand-
ing surface quality of up to RA = 0,1 µm can be 
consistently achieved. This results in a greatly 
improved fi nish. For the user the improved PCD 
quality brings longer tool life and more precision.

  “Adaptive Control”

Constant comparison of the required feed 
against the removal rates means production is 
more effi cient. As the removal rate increases, 
the feed slows down, and vice versa. Depending 
on the tool type, you can save up to 30% of time 
used. Grinding wheels also last longer, as they 
are used consistently.



Tool data

Maximum tool capacity 
(depending on tool diameter)

280 pieces

Maximum tool length 220 mm

Maximum tool diameter 32 mm

HSK 63 loader, maximum 
2 pallets per 12 tools 18 pieces

  “Eco loader” option

Up to 20 tools. The Eco loader is mounted on 
the worktable. The gripper is integrated with 
the grinding head. Preferred use for single piec-
es and low-volume production. The proximity of 
the grinding unit results in short non-grinding 
times. All loading functions are coordinated by 
the machine control. An effective step in auto-
mation for small operations.

  “Disc loader” option

Up to 40/56/90 tools. A compact, machine-
integrated loading system. Preferred use for sin-
gle pieces or frequent, low-volume production. 
Subsequent tools may be programmed while 
grinding. The effi ciency of the grinding opera-
tion is considerably enhanced by the possibility 
of loading a variety of tool types in any order.

  “Pallet loader” option

Up to 280 tools. The pallet loader features short 
travels and short changeover times. All move-
ments of the loader are controlled and moni-
tored by the machine control. The one-range 
gripper covers a huge dimensional range with-
out the need to change the gripper. Preferred 
use for production and re-sharpening in series. 
Also available as an HSK loader.

Tool data

Max. Werkzeugkapazität,
(depending on tool 
diameter)

40/56/90 pieces

Maximum tool length 165 mm

Maximum tool diameter 3 – 32/20/12 mm

Tool data

Maximum tool capacity 
(depending on tool diameter)

20 pieces

Maximum tool length 165 mm

Maximum tool diameter 3 – 32 mm

Productivity as required
Save time, use time better



  “Electrode/grinding wheel change” 
option with one spindle concept

Up to 8 magazine slots with any combination of 
electrodes and/or grinding wheel sets.

+ Extension of the minimally staffed 
 operating time
+ Complex geometries on PCD and carbide/
 HSS tools in one setting
+ Automatic changes between PCD/CBN 
 and carbide/HSS tools

Wheel sets and coolant manifold form one 
unit. This ensures optimum cooling and shield-
ing after every change, and that in less than 
10 seconds.
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Tool data

Maximum insert capacity
(at a maximum insert width 
of 40 mm)

76 pieces

  “Insert blade” option

Up to 76 tools. A fl exible loading system for in-
sert blade grinding, mounted on the worktable. 
The workhead is fi tted with a clamping device 
for the insert blades. The loader automates the 
grinding of insert blades, which are used in 
wood processing.

  “Internal measuring system – IMS” 
option automatic compensation during 
a production run

By dint of this option and the machine-integrat-
ed measuring sensor, the fi ve most important 
quality parameters of cylindrical tools are auto-
matically measured during the production run 
and compensation made for aberrations. 

+ diameter 1
+ diameter 2 (tapering)
+ depth of chip space (core diameter)
+ chip angle
+ spiral angle or spiral incline

All measurement results are shown in 
a measuring report on the monitor.

Capacity

Max. electrodes/
grinding wheel sets

8 pieces

Max. electrodes/
of grinding wheels

24 pieces



  Many thousands  
in use worldwide

The HMC 600 control has proven itself world-
wide in practical use. It converts the high 
dynamics of the digitally steered linear- and ser-
vomotors into high eroding- and grinding per-
formance as well as high precision with minimal 
non-productive time and no hesitation.

Technical specification of the HMC 600

– Operating section with mobile control con-
sole, PC-keyboard and 15‘‘ TFT Touch Screen 

– PC-control unit with PC Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz 
or higher and Windows XP operating system

– Data input possible by touch-screen, the 
operating section or keyboard

CNC-control HMC 600
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  WALTER Window Mode

Under the name WALTER Window Mode 
(WWM), WALTER has dominated the market 
for decades with its software packages for 
all types of tools. A standard when it comes 
to ease-of-use and safety, WWM software is 
in use at thousands of locations worldwide. 
WWM includes software packages for eroding 
of endmills, profile cutters, profile blades, step 
tools and hoggers. Further software packages 
are also available for grinding of cylindrical 
endmills, tapered endmills, drills, step drills and 
much more.

  Helitronic Tool Studio

This WALTER software for tool grinding is op-
tional for the Helitronic Power Diamond. It works 
according to the principle “What you see is what 
you grind” and represents the new level for ease 
of programming with the maximum of flexibility. 
In very little time, you can create machining and 
movement sequences for complex tools and 
standard tools.

Walter has spent 25 years developing its own software for producing and sharpening tools, as well as software for PCD tool erosion in manufacturing 
or sharpening. All our knowledge and years of practical experience are fed into software development – which benefits our customers.

WALTER sharpening and eroding software – 
Knowledge, experience and intelligence

The tool that the user sees on the screen cor-
responds exactly with that produced by his ma-
chine. Thanks to the 3D-simulation  the grinding 
result can be checked und optimized at the de-
sign stage if necessary. The wizard technology 
of the new software leads by means of the input 
parameters quickly and surely to the required 
tool. Helitronic Tool Studio automatically com-
pletes the remaining parameters.



250 [9.84"]
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1) Tool dimensions depend on the tool type 
 and chucking
2) From the theoretical taper diameter of the 
 workpiece holder

Dimensions in mm. Specifi cations subject to changes 
in the interests of technical progress. No liability is 
accepted for any information provided.

Helitronic Power Diamond two-in-one with pallet loader 
and grinding wheel change

Helitronic Power Diamond two-in-one

Helitronic Power Diamond
Technical Data, Dimensions

Helitronic Power Diamond

Paintwork RAL 9003/7011

Axes

X axis 460 mm

Y axis 320 mm

Z axis 660 mm

Rapid traverse X, Y, Z 15 m/min

C axis rotary indexing table ± 200°

A axis ∞

Accuracy

Linear resolution 0,0001 mm

Radial resolution 0,0001°

Grinding head with twin grinding spindle

Spindle diameter 80 mm

Max. grinding wheel diameter 200 mm

Maximum output
Base Version
with Wheel Changer

11,5 kW
14,5 kW

Grinding spindle speed 0 – 9.500 min-1

Weight

Grinding machine incl. 
coolant system approx. 4,600 kg

Connected load

at 400 V/50 Hz approx. 25 kVA

Cooling system 

Capacity approx. 400 l

Pump output 40-120 l/min 
at 3 – 6 bar 

Tool data

Max. diameter 320 1) mm

Max. work-piece length 
cylindrical grinding 350 2) mm

Max work-piece length 
face grinding 280 2) mm

Max. workpiece weight 50 kg



WALTER worldwide

  Western Europe

GERMANY
WALTER MASCHINENBAU GMBH
Jopestrasse 5, 72072 Tübingen
Postfach 27 20, 72017 Tübingen
Tel. +49 7071 9393-0
Fax +49 7071 9393-695
E-Mail: info@walter-machines.com

– AUSTRIA
Tel. +43 664 4322598, Fax +43 662 879257
E-mail: info.at@walter-machines.com

– BENELUX
Tel. +31 493 352121, Fax +31 493 352125
E-Mail: info.nl@walter-machines.com

FRANCE
KÖRBER SCHLEIFRING - FRANCE SARL 
2 Bis Avenue du Président François Mitterrand
91385 Chilly Mazarin, Cedex
Tel. +33 1 69792106, Fax +33 1 64549075
E-Mail: info.fr@walter-machines.com

GREAT BRITAIN
KÖRBER SCHLEIFRING - UK LIMITED
B13 Holly Farm Business Park
Honiley, Kenilworth
Warwickshire, CV8 1NP
Tel. +44 1926 485047, Fax +44 1926 485049
E-Mail: info.uk@walter-machines.com

ITALY
KÖRBER SCHLEIFRING ITALIA SRL
22070 Bregnano (CO)
Via G. Garibaldi, 40
Tel. +39 031 770898, Fax +39 031 7760429
E-Mail: info.it@walter-machines.com

SPAIN / PORTUGAL
Tel. +34 93 4717194, Fax +34 93 4717195
E-Mail: info.es@walter-machines.com

SWISS
EWAG AG
Industriestrasse 4, 4554 Etziken
Tel. +41 32 613 3118, Fax +41 32 613 3115
E-Mail: info.ch@walter-machines.com

  Eastern Europe

CZECH REPUBLIC
WALTER s.r.o.
Blanenska 1289
CZ-66434 Kurim
Tel. +420 541 426611, Fax +420 541 231952
E-Mail: info.wcz@walter-machines.com

– POLAND
Tel. +48 604 524011. Fax +48 322 587319
E-Mail: info.pl@walter-machines.com

Machine programme

  Regrinding
Economically effi cient solutions 
for regrinding and the small batch 
production.

Helitronic Basic

Helitronic Mini PowerHelitronic Micro

Helitronic Vision

  Production
Universal grinding machines for production and/or regrin-
ding of micro-tools all the way to large roughing cutters. 
High fl exibility through tailored automation solutions.

  Erosion
Maximum fl exibility even for PCD tools – grinding 
and eroding with one setting.

  Measuring
The standard for measuring cutting tools and grinding 
wheels. High-precision granite enables measurement 
accuracy of up to E

1
 = (0.6 + L/300) µm (L = gage length 

in mm, according to VDI/VDE 2617).

Helitronic Diamond
two-in-one

Helitronic Power Diamond
two-in-one

Helitronic Power

Helicheck Pro/Plus Helicheck Basic

– SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE
Tel. +386 41629704, Fax +386 1 5101768
E-Mail: info.soe@walter-machines.com

  North and South America

USA
UNITED GRINDING 
WALTER GRINDERS, INC.
5160 Lad Land Drive
Fredericksburg, VA 22407
Tel. +1 540 898-3700, Fax +1 540 898-2811
E-Mail: info.us@walter-machines.com

BRAZIL
SCHLEIFRING BRASIL LTDA.
Av. XV de Agosto, 5060, Jardim Leocadia
CEP 18085-290 Sorocaba-SP
Tel. +55 15 3228 6910, Fax +55 15 3228 1366
E-Mail: vendas@schleifring.com.br

  Asia and Oceania

SINGAPORE
KÖRBER SCHLEIFRING - ASIA PACIFIC PTD. LTD
25 International Business Park
#01-53/56 German Centre 609916 Singapore
Tel. +65 6562 8101, Fax +65 6562 8102
E-Mail: info.sg@walter-machines.com

– AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND
Tel. +61 3 95322305, Fax +61 3 95322305
E-Mail: info.au@walter-machines.com

– KOREA
Tel. +82 31 3828936, Fax +82 31 3828935 
E-Mail: info.kr@walter-machines.com

– THAILAND
Tel. +66 2 6812544, Fax +66 2 6812546
E-Mail: info.th@walter-machines.com

CHINA
KÖRBER SCHLEIFRING GMBH 
WUXI REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
A-096 Yangming Hi-Tech Industrial Park
Wuxi, Jiangsu 214024
Tel. +86 510 85420666, Fax +86 510 85424838
E-Mail: info.cn@walter-machines.com

JAPAN
WALTER JAPAN K. K.
1st fl oor MA Park Building
Mikawaanjo-cho 1-10-14, Anjo City
Tel. +81 566 71-1666, Fax +81 566 71-1668
E-Mail: info.jp@walter-machines.com
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Walter Maschinenbau GmbH
P. O. Box 2720, 72017 Tübingen, Germany 
Jopestraße 5, 72072 Tübingen, Germany 
Tel. +49 (0) 7071 9393-0 • Fax +49 (0) 7071 9393-695 
info@walter-machines.com • www.walter-machines.com


